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1. This area is at one of the entrance to the site.  It looks out at the harbor.  the curvilinear seating draws people into a large open 
space.   This area can be used for small gatherings and performances.  Planters draw the eye along to the canopied areas.

3.   Looking in on the new extended docke.  The curvilinear form sweeps down to the water, with seat areas and places for boats.  The 
canopies in the background frame the industial silos furhter back.

2.  Here the proposal attaches itself to one of the existing warehouse.  A new canopy creates a  dynamic relationship to the exist-
ing industrial form.  This area  is at the end of the new dock extension on which seating is places.  This seating continues down the 
water’s edge.

4. Looking down on the stepped seating and platforms.  This area is meant a primary gathering place.  Set back from the water, it al-
lows the habor to become a stage.  As it faces west, it is also a good place ot watch the sunset, or get a tan.   Further down is another 
new dock pushing out into the water, giving users the opportunity to be as close or as far from the water as they want.

The spaces that are created by the system of moving lines vary in scale and scope.  While the different zones are not programmed specifically each one has its own character.  This creates flows around 

the site as people move from more active to less active areas.  Sun, shade, and water all become spatial effects.   The area takes on the character of the site.  The architecture is sparse and open, similar 

to the surrounding industrial spaces.  The intervention frames and engages the existing buildings, creating a symbiotic relationship.  People are encouraged to take control of these spaces.  They are 

meant to be used in multiple ways.  While covered structures and spaces exist, these are meant to be used as gathering areas, though they can accept programs in the future if they are found necessary.  

Such an approach allows for an open and flexible urban space which can be used at all times of the year and can adapt based on future needs.

The formal character of the proposal takes its lead from boat building.  The canopies are held up by curved arches, mimicking the hull of a ship.  The various pieces are laid out along curves which follow 

the weaving paths of people walking through the area.  While these contrast to the existing industrial forms, they remain simple, not trying to overwhelm.  This relationship is further complicated 

as some interventions actually attach to the existing structure.  This is meant to be unresolved, as is the case between the past and the future of the site.   These shapes also allow for the connection 

between the different sides of the site.  Drawing people in and moving them along the length of the dock, the spaces pull without pushing.  The atmosphere is one of undetermined relaxation, not 

one of forced tourism.
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